Pseudomonas infections in cystic fibrosis

*Pseudomonas aeruginosa* is the main pathogen of the genus pseudomonas in cystic fibrosis, although *Pseudomonas cepacia* has been increasingly isolated from patients with cystic fibrosis in recent years. This article gives an overview of the microbiological factors that account for their pathogenicity. Colonisation, progression to chest infection, and management are also reviewed.

**Microbiology of Pseudomonas aeruginosa**

In the laboratory *P. aeruginosa* can grow in the presence of a wide variety of substrates and will even multiply in distilled water and weak disinfectants. This great adaptability is also reflected in its expression of certain virulence factors in response to environmental conditions. The use of classical genetic techniques (chemical mutagenesis, transduction, and conjugation) has helped in the characterisation of its virulence factors, and the recent introduction of recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid techniques should increase our understanding of pseudomonas infections, which range from acute septicemia, as in patients with burns, to chronic infection in patients with cystic fibrosis.

The most striking difference between strains of *P. aeruginosa* isolated from patients with cystic fibrosis and those isolated from patients with other conditions is the production of an exopolysaccharide β1,4-linked mannnuronic acid and 1-guluronic acid, usually referred to as alginate; this exopolysaccharide is readily recognised in the laboratory because the colonies have a mucoid appearance. In vitro, production of alginate is an unstable characteristic, but mucoid variants are selected in vivo. Alginate protects the organism from opsonisation and phagocytosis and forms an elastic gel, inside which microcolonies develop, in the presence of high calcium ion concentrations such as occur in the lungs of patients with cystic fibrosis. Alginate also contributes to virulence by enhancing colonisation by mucoid strains and it has recently been proposed that alginate contributes to lung damage due to the formation of immune complexes.

*P. aeruginosa* produces several extracellular virulence factors, the most toxic of which is exotoxin A. Exotoxin A is toxic for human macrophages, which may assist the survival of the organism and have been shown to contribute to chronic lung infection in rats. An inverse relation between anti-exotoxin A antibodies and clinical scores, in patients with cystic fibrosis, also suggests that exotoxin A contributes to infection. A recent study showed that 100% of strains of *P. aeruginosa* from patients with cystic fibrosis produce phospholipase C; this acts preferentially against phosphatidylcholine, which is the major component of lung surfactant. *P. aeruginosa* also produces several proteases, including an elastase, which contribute to local tissue damage; recent studies have shown that these inhibit neutrophil chemotaxis and the C3 and C3a components of complement, and break down IgA.

**Colonisation by P. aeruginosa and progression to disease**

Colonisation of the respiratory tract by *P. aeruginosa* is encountered in 17–90% of patients attending cystic fibrosis clinics, rates increase with age, the mean age of onset being 9–10 years. Most patients initially experience intermittent colonisation with non-mucoid forms, which subsequently become mucoid and intractable; it should be noted that all strains genetically code for production of alginate, but a suppressor gene prevents expression of this characteristic in non-mucoid forms.

Initially, the patient may produce little or no sputum and organisms may be scanty, which makes detection of colonisation difficult. Brett et al have recently shown that patients with cystic fibrosis develop IgG antibodies, detectable by enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), to *P. aeruginosa* surface antigens shortly before or within one or two months after colonisation. The persistent isolation of mucoid *P. aeruginosa* is associated with clinical deterioration, and Brett et al have shown a correlation between the immunological changes and the severity of the infection. Currently, most patients with cystic fibrosis who die with pulmonary complications are infected with mucoid forms of *P. aeruginosa*.

**Treatment of P. aeruginosa**

Antipseudomonal penicillins combined with an aminoglycoside antibiotic, in high dosage and together with physiotherapy, have been the mainstay of treatment in most centres. While this leads to improved well being and lung function, eradication of the organism is uncommon and transient. More
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P. cepacia, although less closely related to P. aeruginosa than many pseudomonads, shares its versatility for growth and survival. Study of its virulence factors is only in its infancy. Apart from the production of proteases and lipases by most isolates from patients with cystic fibrosis, little else is clear.

P. cepacia infection

The number of centres that have reported this organism is increasing and one centre in the United States reported that 20% of their patients were colonised in 1983, with an annual rate of acquisition of 8%. Overall, the scale of the problem is substantially less, many centres reporting few or no cases. Many patients who become colonised show no change in their natural history, but some show an accelerated clinical deterioration and a few experience a fulminant infection with severe necrotising pneumonia demonstrable at necropsy. In reviewing the published works, Goldman and Klinger drew attention to the finding in one centre that 42% of patients with cystic fibrosis who died were colonised with P. cepacia. Treatment of the infections is difficult as the organism is inherently resistant to antipseudomonal penicillins, aminoglycosides, and colistin, but clinical improvement has been reported in some cases treated with ceftazidime.

Cross infection with the organism does occur and current therapeutic regimens for P. aeruginosa probably exert a selective pressure for this organism. While much of our attention is focused on P. cepacia, it is clearly important to study P. cepacia in depth.
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